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Abstract
This paper introduces a novel way of enhancing
NLP prediction accuracy by incorporating model
interpretation insights. Conventional efforts often
focus on balancing the trade-offs between accuracy and interpretability, for instance, sacrificing
model performance to increase the explainability.
Here, we take a unique approach and show that
model interpretation can ultimately help improve
NLP quality. Specifically, we employ our learned
interpretability results using attention mechanisms,
LIME, and SHAP to train our model. We demonstrate a significant increase in accuracy of up to
+3.4 BLEU points on NMT and up to +4.8 points
on GLUE tasks, verifying our hypothesis that it is
possible to achieve better model learning by incorporating model interpretation knowledge.

1

Introduction

Deep Learning (DL) methods dominate the NLP state-of-theart. However, their black-box nature hinders our understanding of how the model reaches decisions. Because less information about the importance of model features and components makes it harder to improve model architectures, DL
models are often designed to be more complex (by adding
parameters) and thus require more training data for quality
climbing. Blindly enlarging model sizes on one side causes
higher demands for computational and linguistic resources as
well as a reduction in model accountability, controllability,
and learning generalization.
To address these problems, there has been a plethora of
works providing explainability to DL [Du et al., 2019], such
as attention mechanisms, LIME, and SHAP. Nonetheless,
there are often trade-offs between model performance and
explanation fidelity [Du et al., 2019]. Models with intrinsic
explainability can provide explanations with high fidelity but
often sacrifice prediction accuracy; while analyzing models
with post-hoc methods does not hurt the performance of the
models, the obtained explanations can be limited. Therefore,
one important challenge is to handle the trade-offs between
∗
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model accuracy and explainability, and we propose our research question from a novel view: Can interpretability results improve machine learning prediction accuracy? Our
experiments suggest a positive answer, aligning with our goal
of reducing the model deficiency and errors with our method
of adding the explainable knowledge into decision-making.
In contrast to the conventional approach trading off between
model performance and explainability, we show that accuracy
and interpretability goals can be unified and help each other.
Specifically, we introduce the paradigm of “interpretability enhanced learning in NLP.” Our approach learns interpretations of the model learning process and adds this interpretability result in the form of additional input features
into the model learning. It seems that when DL knows the
important input features to focus on for each learning step,
the learning task becomes much easier than when DL knows
nothing about the importance of each particular input. Our
intuition is explained further with the following three toy examples.
Our first example is an analogy to human learning, when
a student first reads a book and highlights the important
phrases and statements. The second time the student rereads
this book, the highlighted parts reinforce the studying. The
second example is the modeling of the XOR function.
XOR(x1 , x2 ) is a nonlinear function that cannot be modeled
correctly with a linear separator. However, if we add another
input feature x1 ×x2 to x1 and x2 , then XOR(x1 , x2 , x1 ×x2 )
becomes linear separable and a much simpler function to
learn. In the third example, let us take a new bit representing the computation of a Neural Network (NN). Our new
input is formed by adding this new bit to our previous input. Information theoretically, this new bit does not interject
any new information, since one can infer it from the NN and
the input. If we choose this function in such a way that you
cannot compute it (such as a halting problem), then in this
specific occasion described, one can never compute this bit.
This means that while the answer exists, there is no way to
compute it. These three examples from different perspectives
showcase why adding extracted features into DL can possibly
help learning and reduce prediction errors.
Now that we have put our previous question in context,
let us describe how we realize our “interpretability enhanced
learning” in the NLP framework. First, we train a baseline
NLP model and extract the interpretability results for each
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1 Extract attention scores
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4. significantly enhancing NLP quality on NLP tasks.
Below, we will first describe our algorithms and model architectures then show experimental results and analysis, and
after that, we overview related work and conclude.
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Interpretability Models

We consider interpretability as the input words and word
sequences that are important to predict. We apply three
well-known interpretability methods to find these important
words, including a model-based popular intrinsic method using attention mechanisms [Serrano and Smith, 2019; Gomez
et al., 2021], two model-independent post-hoc methods,
LIME [Ribeiro et al., 2016], and SHAP [Lundberg and Lee,
2017].
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Figure 1: Extract attention words and positions. Figure shows decoder at time step t=0 and t=4.

training sample, for example, we extract the sequence of input
features contributing most to generate each output token in
a sentence. Second, we add these interpretability results as
auxiliary information into the original input features and retrain the NLP model. Last, we decode the test set to get the
interpretability information and then add it to re-decode for
the final prediction.
We apply three interpretability methods to verify our
paradigm: attention mechanisms, LIME, and SHAP. The details of implementation vary across NLP tasks. Figure 1 illustrates an example of extracting attention model explainable
features for a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) task. After
training a baseline model, we go through every target output token (word/sub-word) for each sample and extract the
attention weights of each input token (x1 , · · · , xi , · · · , xI ) to
generate its output token. Each column indicates the target
token sequence (y1 , · · · , yj , · · · , yJ ) to be generated. Afterward, we generate an attention word vector by selecting the
input token with the highest attention weight for each output
token. In the end, the attention word vector is concatenated
with the original source sentence and fed into the NLP models for our model re-training. In the test phase, we run the test
on the baseline model to obtain the attention word vector, add
it to the source sentences, and decode again.
Our experimental results demonstrate a significant improvement on several NLP tasks, including +1.4 BLEU points
on WMT DE-EN and up to +3.4 BLEU points on IWSLT’17
FR-EN over baselines of Transformer and ConvS2S in NMT
as well as up to +4.8 points in GLUE tasks.
The major contributions of this work mainly includes:
1. introducing an enhanced learning NLP paradigm by employing the model interpretability results;
2. extracting interpretability information of attention
mechanisms, LIME, and SHAP and incorporating them
into DL model training;
3. verifying the usefulness of the interpretation methods
with NLP improvements;
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Attention Mechanisms

In this paper, we evaluate our approach on two baseline
models: ConvS2S [Gehring et al., 2017] and Transformer
[Vaswani et al., 2017], where we use different attention mechanisms and positional embeddings.
ConvS2S. At each decoding step j, ConvS2S combines decoder hidden state sj and the embedding of previous target
word gj to obtain decoder state summary oj = W sj + b + gj ,
where W is a weight matrix and b is bias. The attention score
of state j and source element i can be computed as
aij =

exp(oj · hi )
.
I
P
exp(oj · hk )

(1)

k=1

Transformer. In Transformer, the attention is calculated by
a scaled dot-product of key ki and query qj :
T

W K ki
W Q qj
√
,
(2)
eij =
dk
where dk is the dimension of ki , and K and Q represents
the key matrix and query matrix, respectively. W K , W Q ∈
Rdmodel ×dk are parameter matrices, and dmodel is the output
dimension of attention and embedding layer. The attention
weight is computed by applying a softmax function over eij :
exp eij
aij = I
(3)
P
exp ekj
k=1

The transformer encoder and decoder have multiple layers.
Within a layer, there are multiple heads. Each head has its
independently learned queries and keys, which means each
head has different attention. We used the sum of attention of
all heads from the last layer for attention information extraction.

2.2

Attention with Positional Embeddings

ConvS2S. A separate embedding layer is learned for positional embeddings. Let us take the absolute positions of input
tokens as p = (p1 , · · · , pI ), the input representation is computed by taking the sum of word embeddings and positional
embeddings: r = (ϵ1 (x1 ) + ϵ2 (p1 ), . . . , ϵ1 (xI ) + ϵ2 (pI )),
where ϵ1 (·) and ϵ2 (·) are learned word embedding function
and positional embedding function, respectively.
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Transformer. Instead of learning positional embeddings, Transformer uses Sine and Cosine functions of different frequencies for positional embedding calculation: ϵ(pi ,2l) = sin(pi /100002l/dmodel ) and
ϵ(pi ,2l+1) = cos(pi /100002l/dmodel ), where l represents the
indices of each dimension of the positional embedding,
and dmodel is the output dimension of attention layer and
embedding layer.

2.3

SHAP

SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [Lundberg and Lee,
2017] is another black-box interpretability method that utilizes Shapley values derived from game theory. It assigns
Shapley values to each feature for a particular prediction. The
higher the Shapley value a feature gets, the more important
the feature is to the model’s prediction. We also output one
word most important to the prediction.

3

Extract Explainable Features

Now, we present how to extract the explainable features,
namely important word sequences/words from attentional
model, and LIME/SHAP, respectively, for decision making.

3.1

Attention

LIME/SHAP

Example
Source
C’est un stylo .
Reference
This is a pen .
Attention Words
C’est C’est un stylo .
Attention Positions
1, 1, 2, 3, 4
Input Sequence
Important Word

A great musician
great

Table 1: Example of extracted attention words/positions using attention mechanism and important word using LIME/SHAP.

LIME

In addition to intrinsic interpretability methods like attention mechanisms, we also apply post-hoc interpretability
methods. Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations
(LIME) [Ribeiro et al., 2016] analyzes input features by generating local explanations of black-box models to interpret
their behaviors. It approximates the predictions of a blackbox model via local surrogate interpretable models, such as
linear models and decision trees. To explain an instance,
LIME samples nearby observations by drawing nonzero elements of the instance uniformly at random. The sampled
nearby observations and model predictions of these observations can fit an interpretable model to create an explanation for this instance. In text classification task, for example,
LIME generates an importance score for each word for every
class, and we choose the word with the highest importance
score for the prediction.

2.4

Method

Attention Words

We extract two types of information from attention mechanism: (1) the source word sequence with the highest attention
score to generate each target word one by one, see Equation
4. We refer to them as “attention words” α; (2) the positions
of the attention words, which we call “attention positions” ρ.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of extracting token sequences with high attention weights. To simplify the notation,
we formalize the method of obtaining a sequence of attention
words α and a sequence of attention positions ρ as following:
ρj = arg max (aij )
i∈1,··· ,I

(4)

αj =x(ρj ),

Algorithm 1 Attention Words/Positions Extraction
Input: Pre-trained model (M), source tokens (x =
x1 , · · · , xI ), special tokens for start (START) and end (END)
Output: Predicted tokens (ŷ), attention words (α), attention
positions (ρ)
1: train = FALSE
2: Initialize start prediction token ŷ0 ← START
3: Initialize lists ŷ, α and ρ
4: h ← get M’s encoder hidden states
5: j ← 0
6: while ŷj ̸=END do
7:
s ← get M’s decoder hidden states
I
8:
Get M’s attention scores {aij }i=1 between h and s
I
9:
ρj ← arg maxi ({aij }i=1 )
10:
Append ρj to ρ
11:
αj ← token at position ρj in x
12:
Append αj to α
13:
ŷj+1 ← get M’s next predicted token
14:
Append ŷj+1 to ŷ
15:
j ←j+1
16: end while
17: return ŷ, α, ρ
position in the input sentence x. This means that each target
word is predicted using the sequence of input words; each
input word has an attention score, and we choose the word
with the highest attention score.
Table 1 shows an example of such extraction. For a pair
of tokenized parallel French to English sentences, the source
is “C’est un stylo .”, and the target is “This is a pen .” The
extracted attention positions form the sequence of IDs [1, 1, 2,
3, 4]. If we look for the source tokens corresponding to these
IDs, we get the sequence of attention words “C’est C’est un
stylo .”
Algorithm 1 describes the process of extracting attention
words and positions from a trained model (M). For next
output word ŷj+1 , the attention network takes as input the
encoder hidden states h and the decoder states sj of previous predicted word ŷj and outputs the attention vector. The
source word with the maximum attention score and its corresponding position are extracted. The algorithm outputs the
prediction, attention word and attention position for each target position.

3.2

where ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , j, · · · , ρJ ), α = (α1 , · · · , j, · · · , αJ ),
and x(ρj ) is the input token (word or subword) at the ρj -th
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LIME and SHAP

We apply LIME and SHAP on text classification tasks. Given
a pre-trained model and an input sequence, LIME and SHAP
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Algorithm 2 Important Words Extraction with LIME/SHAP
Input:
Pre-trained model (M), source tokens
(x = x1 , x2 , · · · , xI ), LIME/SHAP explainer (E)
Output:
predicted label (c),
important word
(ω)
1: train = FALSE
2: c ← get M’s prediction of x
3: E takes as input M,x and c, outputs importance scores
I
{bi }i=1 of all tokens on prediction c
I
4: i ← arg maxi ({bi }i=1 )
5: ω ← xi
6: return c, ω

(a) Attention Words

Encoder

Decoder

Word
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Positions
+
Words

Source words Attention words

4

Encoder

Words

4.2

2

+

Source words Attention words
(c) LIME/SHAP
Class 1 Class 0
0.42

4 Feature
contributions

0.25
0.28

Word with
5
max
contribution
to the
predicted
class

0.05

Training

After constructing the new dataset by combining the explainable words with the original sentences, we fine-tune our baseline models as in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
Note that we use the deep learning NLP models in two
modes. The train mode is for back-propagation and model
1

Word
1 2 3 4 5
Positions
Words

Combine Word/Word Sequence Interpretation

The explainable features extracted from methods in Section 3
are in the form of word sequences for attention models or
words for LIME and SHAP. We incorporate these features
into our NLP model training and decoding in the following
way. We concatenate the original sentences in training set and
test set with their explainable features. We use the new training set to fine-tune our model and the new test set to decode
on our fine-tuned model. For the example in Table 1, the concatenated input to NLP model is “C’est un stylo . C’est C’est
un stylo .” Figure 2 illustrates examples showing the detail
of our concatenation method for attention model, attention
model with positional embeddings, LIME, and SHAP. The
explainable features are appended to the end of the original
sentence. To add positional embeddings, the previous positions “[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]” are replaced by attention positions “[1,
1, 2, 3, 4]”.
Let us give a translation example to our concept. We translate from “good morning Girls” to German “Guten Morgen
Maedchen”, then x+α = [good, morning, girls, good (weight
0.9 of good for Gute), morning (weight 0.8 of morning for
Morgen), girls (weight 0.9 of girls for Maedchen)]. Note
that our method should not be confused with data augmentation. The former adds auxiliary information without additional data, while the latter adds manual labeled or synthetic
training data to learning.

https://github.com/marcotcr/lime.
https://github.com/slundberg/shap.
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Target words

Decoder

Word
1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 4
Positions

Incorporate Explainable Features

4.1

Words

(b) Attention Words
+ Positions

+

generate each word’s importance score to the predicted label.
Similar to extracting words with the highest attention scores,
the word with the highest importance score, referred to as
“important word” is extracted for each input sequence, details
are in Algorithm 2. We adopt the implementations of LIME1
and SHAP.2

Word
1 2 3 4 5
Positions
+

3 Output class
probabilities

LIME/SHAP
1 Input to LIME/SHAP

2 Randomly
selected
input words

Target words
6 Output class

Fine-tune
Pretrained
Sequence
Classification
Model
Pretrained
Sequence
Classification
Model

Input words

Figure 2: (a) Combine attention Words only. (b) Combine attention
words & attention positions. (c) Combine important words from
LIME/SHAP.

parameter updating, and the test mode does not do backpropagation or update but decodes the inputs. The extraction
process of attention information or important words is conducted in the test mode, where there is no parameter update
and the target sentences or labels are not used. There are two
reasons to extract in the test mode: (1) the pre-trained model
should not be updated during extraction; (2) we do not have
target sentences or labels for test data, and the training mode
requires targets. Therefore, the extraction processes should
all be done in test mode for training, validation, and test data.
The decoding is performed in two steps. The first step is in
the test mode to extract the attention information or important
words, and the second step is in the training mode because we
need to fine-tune the model with the concatenated inputs and
update its parameters.

4.3

Bootstrapping

Since incorporating extracted attention information can aid
the training of a pre-trained model, after fine-tuning the
model with attention information, we can obtain a model with
better performance. We can further extract attention information from the better model, and fine-tune the better model
with the newly extracted attention information. This training
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Algorithm 3 Train NMT with Attention Information
Input: Pre-trained model (M), source tokens (x =
x1 , · · · , xI ), target tokens (y = y1 , . . . , yJ ), attention words
(α = α1 , · · · , αJ ), attention positions (ρ = ρ1 , · · · , ρJ )
Output: Fine-tuned model (M)
1: x′ ← concatenate x and α as [x1 , · · · , xI , α1 , · · · , αJ ]
2: η ← “whether to combine attention positions”
3: if η then
4:
p′ ← [1, 2, · · · , I, ρ1 , ρ2 , · · · , ρJ ]
5: else
6:
p′ ← [1, 2, · · · , I, · · · , I + J]
7: end if
8: Fine-tune M with x′ , p′ , y as usual
9: return M
Algorithm 4 Train GLUE Model with Attention/Importance
Information
Input: Pre-trained model (M), input tokens (x =
x1 , · · · , xI ), label (y), attention word (α), important word
(ω)
Output: Fine-tuned model (M)
1: η ← “whether to combine attention word”
2: if η then
3:
x′ ← concatenate x and α as [x1 , · · · , xI , α]
4: else
5:
x′ ← concatenate x and ω as [x1 , · · · , xI , ω]
6: end if
7: Fine-tune M with x′ , y as usual
8: return M
strategy is referred to as bootstrapping with attention.

5

NLP Applications

We evaluate our approach on a common NLP task, Neural
Machine Translation (NMT), and GLUE, a standard benchmark with various NLP tasks.

5.1

Machine Translation

Datasets and Pre-processing. We conduct our experiments
on the large-scale WMT 2014 dataset in the German-English
news domain and the medium scale IWSLT 2017 dataset in
the French-English TEDTalk domain. The raw datasets contain about 4.5 million and 25.2 thousand pairs of sentences,
respectively. For pre-processing, we use Moses [Koehn et al.,
2007] tokenizer, filter out the sentences with source and target length ratio greater than 1.5, and apply Moses truecaser.
Then, we apply Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) [Sennrich et al.,
2015] using 32K merge operations for the WMT data and
16K operations for the IWSLT data. Table 2 shows the corpus statistics before and after pre-processing and BPE.
Model training and parameter settings. We train our
model using Fairseq toolkit [Ott et al., 2019] for ConvS2S
and the Transformer. The hyper-parameters for training the
ConvS2S network include: the encoder and decoder embedding dimensions as 768, the learning rate as 0.25, the gradient clip norm as 0.1, the dropout ratio as 0.2, the max tokens
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WMT’14 DE-EN
Sents. Raw
Pre-processed
Before
BPE
After
BPE

R.W.
Vocab
R.W.
Vocab

IWSLT’17 FR-EN

4.5M
3.9M
DE
98M
1.5M
118M
35K

EN
102M
684K
112M
33K

FR
5.3M
8.3K
5.9M
13K

25.2K
23.6K
EN
4.9M
6.2K
5.4M
11K

Table 2: Number of Sentences in WMT 2014 News (DE-EN) and
IWSLT 2017 TEDTalk (FR-EN) datasets. Vocabulary statistics in
WMT 2014 News (DE-EN) and IWSLT 2017 TEDTalk (FR-EN)
datasets before and after Byte-pair encoding. R.W. is the number of
running words and Vocab is the vocabulary size.

ConvS2S
DE-EN
EN-DE
Baseline Attn W Baseline Attn W
29.0
30.4
24.4
25.0

Transformer
DE-EN
Baseline Attn W
29.7
31.1

Table 3: Translation results in BLEU[%] on WMT’14 News. Baseline is the pre-trained model, model fine-tuned with attention words
is denoted as “Attn W”.

in a batch as 4000, the optimizer as NAG. For Transformer,
we set the embedding dimension as 768, the learning rate as
5×10−4 , the warmup updates as 4000, the dropout as 0.3, the
weight decay as 1 × 10−4 , the max tokens in a batch as 5000,
the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] betas as 0.9 and
0.98. Both models use early stopping with a patience of 5 and
the max number of epochs is 50. The training is performed
on 4 Nvidia Titan V GPUs. For the TEDTalk task, we reduce
the encoder and decoder dimension to 256 for ConvS2S and
512 for Transformer. Other hyper-parameters are the same
as for the news task. The decoding beam size is 5 for NMT.
We evaluate using Sacrebleu [Post, 2018] with the tokenizer
parameter set to “13a”.
Results. As shown in Table 3, on WMT 2014 DE-EN, after fine-tuning the baseline ConvS2S model using attention
words (Figure 2), the fine-tuned model (Attn W) achieves an
improvement of +1.4 BLEU points over the baseline (Baseline) model. Similarly, on the same language direction, the
Transformer baseline fine-tuned with attention words also
achieve +1.4 BLEU points improvement. On IWSLT 2017
FR-EN, as shown in Table 4, fine-tuning baseline ConvS2S
model with attention words achieves a +2.8 BLEU points
improvement; fine-tuning the pre-trained Transformer model
with attention words achieves an improvement of +3.4 BLEU
points. We evaluate fine-tuning on attention words with and
without attention positions on IWSLT’17 FR-EN task (Figure 2). The results are shown in Table 4. We observe a slight
improvement when using attention position information (Attn
W + Attn P). We also apply bootstrapping (Attn W Bootstrap)
with a max bootstrapping iteration of 20. The training reaches
its best validation BLEU score at iteration 10, and its corresponding test BLEU score is +0.4 higher than fine-tuning
with one iteration. So bootstrapping explainable feature extraction and training brings slight improvement.
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Method

ConvS2S

Baseline
Attn W
Attn W + Attn P
Attn W Bootstrap

30.5
33.3
33.5
33.7

Baseline
Attn W

32.9
36.3

Transformer

IWSLT’17 FR-EN

33.2
33.0

BLEU(%)

Model

32.2
32.0
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

Randomness

QQP

CoLA

STS-B

RTE

Figure 3: Decrease in performance when adding more random noise
to attention words. BLEU scores for IWSLT 2017 FR-EN test data.

88.8
88.9
88.8
89.1

51.4
52.1
56.2
54.3

82.6
83.1
84.9
84.4

65.8
68.1
68.0
67.5

5.3

Table 5: Results on GLUE Benchmark. Baseline: BERT-base finetuned on the corresponding dataset. “Attn W”: model fine-tuned
with attention words. “LIME W”/“SHAP W” : model fine-tuned
with important words extracted by LIME/SHAP. The evaluation uses
Matthews correlation coefficient for CoLA, Spearman correlations
for STS-B, and accuracy for RTE and QQP.

5.2

32.6
32.4

Table 4: Translation results in BLEU[%] on IWSLT’17 FR-EN.
“Attn W + Attn P” is fine-tuning with the combination of attention words and attention positions, “Attn W Bootstrap” is fine-tuning
with attention words in a bootstrapping manner.

Baseline
Attn W
SHAP W
LIME W

32.8

GLUE Benchmark

Datasets. In addition to the NMT task, we evaluate our approach on QQP, CoLA, STS-B and RTE of the widely used
GLUE Benchmark [Wang et al., 2018].

6
Model training and parameter settings. For each GLUE
task, we first fine-tune the Huggingface [Wolf et al., 2020]
BERT-base [Devlin et al., 2019] cased model . The hyperparameters for fine-tuning are as following: the encoder dimension is 768, the number of epochs is 3, the learning rate
is 5 × 10−5 , the dropout rate is 0.1, and the Adam optimizer
betas is 0.9 & 0.999. After the fine-tuning, we use three different methods (i.e. attention, LIME and SHAP) to extract
attention/important words. For attention mechanism, we only
extract the word with the highest attention score with respect
to the special classification token “[CLS]”. Each of the extracted words is combined with the corresponding original
input (see Figure 2) and the system is fine-tuned once more
using the best learning rate on the validation set. The training time with and without our methods are about the same.
Our methods need additional time to extract features, where
LIME/SHAP feature extraction is more time-consuming than
attention feature extraction.
Results. Table 5 shows the GLUE task results. Incorporating attention words into fine-tuning achieves up to
+2.3 BLEU points and incorporating important words of
LIME/SHAP achieves up to +4.8 points over the baseline.
Our experiments demonstrate that incorporating interpretability results can significantly enhances the model quality.
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Ablation Test

To understand how the quality of our explainable features
impacts the accuracy improvement, we conduct an ablation
study. Figure 3 depicts the NMT BLEU score by adding different percentages of random noise into the explainable features incorporated. Specifically, to add r% of randomness,
r% of the attention words of each sentence are uniformly
randomly sampled from the source sentence words. The red
curve draws the accuracy of the French-English IWSLT’17
ConvS2S model. We observe that by adding noise into the
explainable features, we decrease their quality, thus reducing
the BLEU score’s improvement over the baseline. Therefore,
our ablation analysis indicates that high-quality interpretation
of the NLP model helps more on NLP prediction accuracy.

Related Work

There have been many works in interpretable deep learning, such as [Murdoch et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021]. There
are many works evaluating the interpretability methods such
as [Li et al., 2020; Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020]. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply the interpretability results using
attention to improve the NLP task accuracy.
There are also work in adding input features into NLP systems, such as adding linguistic features such as [Sennrich and
Haddow, 2016] in NMT. None of them used the interpretation
results from the same system as features to enhance NMT
or NLP in general. The gain of linguistic or BERT features
comes from the knowledge extracted from another application, while the accuracy improvement by our approach is to
simplify the learning.

7

Conclusion

We show that incorporating interpretability results into deep
learning models can effectively reduce learning difficulties,
thus enhancing NLP accuracy and generalization. We demonstrate significant accuracy gain on NMT and GLUE. Our introduced paradigm is novel and can be applied with a set
of interpretability methods independent of the learning task,
serving as a framework that facilitates more possibilities in
integrating quality- and explainability-driven research work.
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